
INSTRUCTIONS: Give your opinion on why so many rights holders and administrators are

trying to develop Broadway productions based on their song catalog copyrights. Your analysis of

the pros and cons of such exploitation.

Pros & Cons of Placement of Artists Songs in

Broadway Musicals for Further Exploitation

Rights holders and administrators develop Broadway productions based on their song catalog

copyrights most likely because it’s another revenue stream – not just in money made by Grand

Rights licensing1 but also in the money to be made off of printing sheet music that often may be

purchased by schools2 or played on pianos in homes. With streaming paying pennies and less

than was made when consumers were buying more CDs, mechanical payouts are less3 and

thus the investment needs to be recouped somehow.

At first, one would think this route is for those who aren’t putting out new music, not at their peak

of performance, and still trying to stay relevant. It’s re-introducing music to a new audience,

perhaps a younger audience who may not be aware of the music. But you think of something

like the Green Day musical “American Idiot”4 and they were a more recent band than, say, The
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Temptations5. This brings a traditional artform more into the foreground. One might say a lot of

theaters struggle because of lack of new interest, potentially due to a younger generation being

more drawn to Netflix and video games. And thus, having newer or more recognizable music in

the shows will help with this issue. That being said, there are others that say new media has

actually helped bring awareness of shows into homes and to new audiences.6

The reason I think having music in more traditional theater productions is relevant – especially

for more up-and-coming bands – is in the age of streaming and passive listening, it’s hard to

break through and build a loyal fan base when there’s so much choice7 and you’re not being

forced to listen to the music due to skippable, interactive capabilities. Look how many musicals

wind up becoming movie musicals (i.e. Mamma Mia8, Wicked9, West Side Story10). Now one is

making money off of their music through sync licensing. And to circle back to the new media

discussion, one can replay the movie musical over and over again without having to pay for a

live theater ticket. Now, it’s debatable whether earnings are more through attendance at live

shows rather than the recurring royalties paid out via blanket licensing from services like Hulu or

Netflix, probably depending on the musical. But think about during the height of the pandemic

when no one was going to shows – theater still had a place in homes.
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So what are the downsides? It could be seen as source music taking over new songs or

compositions that normally would give jobs to those writing for these shows. But there wouldn’t

be a Green Day musical without Green Day music so one could say a particular show wouldn’t

even exist then and thus, not putting someone out of work. Right now, I would say there is a

good blend of shows utilizing artist material (e.g. Jagged Little Pill11) that already exists vs new

music (e.g. Hamilton12). But because of this, on the flip side, one could say that less shows with

new music are around because there’s only so many theaters and money to go around to

produce that shows with artist material are minimizing the potential for new show tunes to be

produced. Coming from a musical theater background, I see this as a con.

That being said, from my perspective, the pros and cons are even. Although, if the goal is to

bring in a younger audience to the theater, I think what Lin-Manuel Miranda did with Hamilton

was the right approach – it was original music but the style of the music was more modernized.

One could also try incorporating original source music along with new songs or compositions in

their musical. I also think the classics are such for a reason – Phantom of the Opera will come

around again because the music and story is so good that, in comparison, a musical like Once

Upon a One More Time with music from Britney Spears13 would probably not have the same

longevity (although I may be surprised). But everyone has their own cup of tea and I think the

more options we have for art and music to expand and be consumed, the better.
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